
Embrace the Spring with hotpants from
Shelikes

/EINPresswire.com/ UK (Submitpressrelease123.com - press release) It may seem like we’re never

going to see the back of winter, but there’s no need to panic because warmer weather is in store

for us very soon, which makes it the ideal time to invest in a new spring wardrobe.

Online fashion retailer Shelikes is showcasing the spring/summer 2013 collection at the moment,

and boy is it hot. From hotpants to playsuits, there’s something to suit everyone’s tastes. So if

you want to be at the height of fashion this spring, make sure you show off your legs in a pair of

this season’s hotpants.

You’d be forgiven for assuming hotpants were just for lazy summer days at the beach. However,

you may also be pleasantly surprised to hear that the hotpants look can be worn day or night,

thanks to the great myriad of designs and prints to choose from at Shelikes.

So whether you’re planning to unveil the latest Aztec trend in a pair of Aztec printed hotpants, or

prefer to invest in a pair of sparkly disco hotpants for those wild nights out on the town, Shelikes

has got your look covered.

Take your look from casual day to sultry night with a pair of shiny studded silver hotpants. Wear

with hi-tops and an oversize Tee Shirt during the day and swap hi-tops for a pair of wedge heels

for the evening. Add a sweep of mascara and there you have it; an evening worthy look in a

matter of minutes.

Nick Puri, Managing Director, said: “Here at Shelikes, we pride ourselves on offering our

customers the most on-trend fashion looks at real and affordable prices. Taking our inspiration

from the catwalk fashion shows around the world, we choose the trends that are the easiest and

most fun to wear. Hotpants are a really versatile item of clothing that every woman should have

in her wardrobe – you can even wear them with a pair of tights now whilst it’s still a bit chilly.”

So invest in a pair of trendy hotpants online at Shelikes today and get ready to embrace the

spring.

[ENDS]

http://www.shelikes.com/
http://www.shelikes.com/clothing-1/shorts.html


For more information, please contact:

Name: Nick Puri

Managing Director

Email: Customercare@shelikes.com

Telephone: 0161 839 3922
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